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BULLETINS 
The University of Minnesota Humanities User Group 

met fall quarter and selected a chairperson and 
secretary. The new chairman is Paul Staneslow of 
South Asian Studies and the secretary is Renee 
Stille of South Asian Studies and UCC. Any 
questions, suggestions or comments concerning this 
user group should be addressed to Professor 
Staneslow at 186 Klaber Court. 
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archive flies 
One gooc way to save your computing money is to 
keep your information on magnetic tape rather than 
in permanent files on disk. UCC's ARCHIVE program 
makes it easy to move files from disk to tape and 
back to disk. By alternating two archive tapes 
and using a third for backup, you can virtually 
assure that you will not lose information if one 
tape gets damaged. Inspecting the results from 
each ARCHIVE job you run will protect you from 
your own errors and from occasional problems 
caused by UCC's hardware or software. 

ARCHIVE's normal mode of operation is to copy 
information from the more recent tape of a pair 
onto the other one. If you so specify, files are 
copied from disk (dumped) to the tape at the same 
time. You may also add comments to files, delete 
files from tape, and load files from tape to disk 
with ARCHIVE commands. ARCHIVE produces a report 
for each run so that you have a record of what is 
on your tape and what was done during the job. 
The chief advantage of using ARCHIVE over other 
methods of copying files to tape is that each file 
has a name in tape and thus can be accessed by its 
name. Files can retain their names through 
several cycles of dumping and loading. In 
addition, files, or groups of files, can be dumped 
and loaded according to criteria based on dates. 

ARCHIVE is documented in a machine-retrievable 
writeup on the Cyber 74 and Cyber 172. To get a 
copy of the writeup printed at Experimental 
Engineering use the control statements: 

WRITEUP(ARCHIVE/PT=AS,L=LIST) 
ROUTE(LIST,TID=EA,DC=LP,EC=A9) 

Read the entire writeup before using ARCHIVE. 
Note especially the examples on page 19 for 
initializing tapes and for alternating two tapes. 
The DU}ITPF ARCHIVE directive, explained on pages 
11-13, is particularly useful. 

Sara Graffunder 

data management 
The university Computer Center now possesses four 
data base management systems capable of 
accommodating a wide range of needs and 
applications. They provide a variety of means for 
user interaction, from the easily learned natural 
language systems, which use vocabulary and syntax 
similar to those of English, to the traditional 
computer programming languages. 

The systems provide the facility to create data 
models, composed of data elements and defined by 
the user, capable of representing relationships 
among elements, including hierarchies and 
networks. The user description of the model using 
the language of the selected data base management 
system, is called the data base definition or 
schema. It includes a general description of each 
data element as well as a representation of 
relationships among the elements. Data are then 
loaded into the data base in a format which 
corresponds to that of the definition. 

The aims of data base mamagement systems arE 
generally to provide a centralized repository of 
data which can be managed by one set of software 
(computer programs which together perform a 
complex task), and to provide a generalized view 
of the contents of the data base, accessible to 
all users and maintained by one data base 
administrator. 

While data base management systems are not really 
designed for analysis of textual material, they 
can, as noted above, serve as central repositories 
for data which can then be easily accessed by a a 
large number of people. Most of the needs of 
humanities research for storage of large amounts 
of textual data and the manipulation of special 
alphabets can be met by the present systems 
available at UCC in conjunction with the ancillary 
software developed to handle special alphabets. 

Data base management systems have evolved from 
earlier computer systems which managed and 
accessed data organized in groups called files. 
Most data base management systems are built on 
concepts of indexed sequential access methods. 
Such methods are similar to those used in a 
library catalog system, which is an indexed 
sequential file. The data base management system 
creates and retains an updated index to all the 
elements in the data base, and accesses those 
elements by means of the index. Most of the 
theory and underlying techniques of data base 
managrnent have evolved and been borrowed from 
other disciplines and have become formalized as 
computer software. 

Currently emerging word processing computer 
technology should have widespread applications in 
the humanities, as should data communication, 
which will allow for the transfer of large amounts 
of data from physically remote data bases through 
a network of data bases managed as a system and 
distributed at some central storage facility. The 
use of computers in the humanities promises to be 
an area of ever expanding applications growing 
along with newly emerging concepts of networks and 
data communication. 

John Cosgrove 
Renee Stille 

word P-rocessing 
This is the first of a series of-progress reports 
from the UCC Word Processing Committee that will 
appear in this newsletter. 

UCC set up a committee last August to study word 
processing and to explore and define our role in 
this area. We began our study by talking to many 
University staff members about their needs. Frorr 
our discussions, we were able to define terms and 
establish goals for this study. 

COMPUTERIZED TEXT PROCESSING or word processing is 
a computer based system for creating, displaying, 
editing, formatting, storing, retrieving, and 
printing text. 
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We see 
OFFICE 

two 
text 

processing. 

main categories in word processing: 
processing and TECHNICAL text 

Office text processing, using either our Cybers or 
microcomputer systems, is well established at the 
University. This processing permits easy document 
editing and formatting. It is useful for form 
letters and other repetitive documents, for 
newsletters, and for reports. Printed text from 
this type of processing usually mimics a 
TYPEWRITER: character size and spacing is fixed; 
line spacing is in half-line increments; 
underlining, overstriking, and subscripting are 
possible. 

Technical text processing is more complex, and the 
systems now available are costly to use. 
Acceptable printed copy from technial text 
processing would mimic a TYPESETTER. This 
processing should offer proportional character 
size, proportional spacing, special characters, 
font selection, tables, mathematical notation, and 
non-English alphabets. 

After our initial discussions with University 
staff members, we decided that we would be 
justified in limiting our study to technical text 
processing. We established the following goals 
for our further study: 

Full control of the text process from entry to 
output. This means immediate control of font 
style and size, special characters, alphabets, 
tables, mathematical notation, and spacing. 

Reduction in the drudgery of the writing process. 
This means reducing the amount of re-keyboarding 
and proof-reading now required; this is of 
particular importance for text containing 
mathematical symbols, tables, or foreign 
languages. 

Incorporation of output and calculations from the 
Cybers or other computers into the text process. 

The committee is also studying services offered 
elsewhere in an effort to bring our services up to 
par. 

Crucial to our stated goals are convenience, 
ersatility, and user control. Therefore, we 
ooked for these features as well as technical 
apabilities when we began our survey of available 
ystems. 

e spent considerable time looking at equipment 
nd systems offered to us by vendors in the Twin 
ities area, and in discussing procedures with a 
ocal commercial service. We spent a substantial 
mount of time with the staff of the Printing and 
raphic Arts Department at the University, 
xamining their services, which are excellent. We 
oak a critical look at the systems already in 
lace at UCC. We have input and display 
erminals, devices for hard copy intermediate 

~utput, and programs that edit text, format text, 
qnd drive some of our equipment. 

We found a rich supply of hardware and software 
available to us at the University. What we lack 
is an integrated system to pull all of this 
together to produce a reasonably smooth process 
for the author of technical texts. We are now 
working on an outline of the steps needed to 
achieve such a system in an orderly manner. 

We will continue to look for equipment and 
software that might fit into a well-coordinated 
_system and will report further in future 
newsletters. Those of you who have ideas to offer 
are encouraged to call us. 

Thea Hodge 

EYEBALLing Yeats 
The poetry of William Butler Yeats has been 
systematically examined in hopes of detecting 
previously-asserted, but so far unsubstantiated, 
claims about the development of his syntax over 
his career. This study attempted to analyze 
certain specific syntactic traits in a search for 
statistically significant trends. 

Yeats's career was divided into three periods: 
early (1899-1901), middle (1901-1918), and late 
(1919-1939). A total of twenty-five poems of 
similar meter and line length (chosen 
approximately one every two years) comprised the 
sample. All computing was done on the Cyber 74 at 
UCC using the Ross-Rasche style analyzer program, 
EYEBALL. 

EYEBALL parses each word of text according to two 
criteria: word class and word function. It then 
does several different statistical comparisons of 
frequencies and ratios among the groups. 
Parametric and nonparametric analyses were used to 
search for trends over time. 

EYEBALL results also allow the construction of a 
"stylistic profile" based on the syntactic traits 
of the poet. Once the profile has been created, 
poetic style may be compared. The Yeats data was 
statistically compared with the profiles of poets 
with whose work he was familiar as a possible 
indication of influence. 

Based on the statistical results of the study, 
Yeats's syntax proved to be surprisingly stable 
over his fifty-year career. But even though no 
patterns of any significance appeared in the 
syntactic data, some trends did seem to crop up in 
Yeats's diction. This may explain the seemingly 
overwhelming critical opinion that changes do 
occur across the period. Indeed they do; but the 
changes are in the choice of Yeats's words, and 
not in the way he uses them. 

As the use of computers for literary and linguistc 
research gains wider critical acceptance, more 
studies of this nature will begin to appear. By 
providing hard statistical data, current 
assumptions about an author's style based on 
purely subjective tests can be more accurately 
assessed. Criticism as a whole will benefit. 

J. Jaynes 
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current research 
The following is a list of current 
projects as outlined in the latest 
Computing and the Humanities. 

EDUCATION 

The French verb game. 
French and Spanish vocabulary drill. 
Center for the study of reading. 
CAl research. 

research 
issue of 

Secours systeme d' enseignement controle par 
ordinateur et 
satellites. 

utilisant des resources 

A formative domain-referenced measurement model. 
Computer based education - PLATO project. 
Acquisition of programming concepts. 
Learning musical concepts through the use of audio 

cassette tapes and a computer terminal. 
The Greek tutor. 
Instructional technology in the teaching of French 

a retrospective study covering an Indiana 
University writing improvement project. 

GENERAL 

Computerized phototypesetting. 
Text processing systems with interactive 

facilities. 
System design and documentation. 
Textes des sarcophages - index des citations. 
Textes des pyramides - index des citations. 
Papyrus hieroglyphiques et hieratiques - index des 

citations. 
Technical study in legal information retrieval. 
Plidis - a deductive question answering system. 
SWIS - say what you see, ein naturlichsprachliches 

frage-antwort-system zur szeneranalys. 
Children's media data bank and information center 

a library research and demonstration 
project. 

EPL English as a programming language. 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

KWIC concordance to the works of George Orwell. 
The documentary hypothesis in Genesis examined by 

statistical linguistics. 
Concordance of the "Vie de St. Alexis". 
A coded computer concordance of finite verb 

sequences in Biblical Hebrew. 
Aids for Bible translation. 
A concordance of Melville's Billy Budd. 
A concordance to the complete poems and plays of 

Sir George Etherege. 
Concordance of the poetry of Leopoldo Lugones. 
CETA Chinese-English translation assistance 

computer stored and printed translation. 
Documentation of the metal system. 
Computer assisted lexicology. 
Middle English dialectology via orthography. 
Topical vocabulary checklist. 
Le vocabulaire de Moliere dans ses comedies en 

vers Alexandrins. 
The old Spanish dictionary. 

CAl 
MUSIC 

Groove. 
Recension of the sources of the works of Josquin 

Deprez. 
Computer piano concerts. 
National tune index. 
Pipe organ interface. 
The egg digital real-time sound synthesizer. 
The COMMPUTE program. 
Die liederbank Kiel. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Computerized free-text retrieval and thesaurus of 
cultural development. 

Swedish proper names. 
Criteria for literary evaluation in three 

vocational groups. 
The development of the monetary system in the 

Southern Netherlands, 13th-18th century. 
Early modern European diplomats and diplomacy. 
Patterns of conflict and cooperation in intra- and 

inter-nation interactions in Latin America 
1960-76. 

Quantitative history. 

VISUAL ARTS 

Computer imagery and aesthetics. 
Computer controlled film and video - adapting new 

technology for art. 
Geometrical nonfigurative pictures. 

Michael Dunham 

Computer-Assisted Instruction And The PCMI Reader, 
Broderick, 
01/01/1971. 

W .R., Computer Bulletin, 

Computer-Assisted Practice, Dearnley, P.A., 
Stocker, P.M., Woods, K.L., Computer Bulletin, 
12/01/1971. 

Computer Assisted Instruction On A Microcomputer, 
Gerhold, M., Byte, 11/01/1978, p. 90. 

No More Teachers' Dirty Looks, Nelson, Computer! 
Decisions, 09/01/1970, P· 16 

Classroom Computer, PALMER, W., Personal 
Computing, 09/01/1978, P• 40 

Tickle My Keys And I'll Teach You Anything, 
Pollini, Personal Computing, 09/01/1978, P· 47 

Spelling Bee For PET, Tulloch, Michael, Personal 
Computing, 09/01/1978, P· 56 

Teaching With Microcomputer, Gerhold, M., Byte, 
12/01/1978, P· 124 

Justifying CAl In Mainline Instruction, Bunderson, 
c., Conference On Computers In Undergraduate 
Curricula, 06/16/1970 

CAl In College English, Byerly, G., Computers And 
The Humanities, 12/31/1978, P· 281 

Michael Dunha 
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Jsing XEDIT 
fhe interactive text editor, XEDIT, can be 
~mployed in a number of creative ways. A couple 
)f examples will be discussed to give an 
indication of the possibilities. Since almost 
~veryone who uses the computer has to learn to use 
<EDIT, at least to correct typing errors, it is an 
~dvantage to be able to use it for other purposes 
~s well. XEDIT's versatility may mean that you do 
not have to learn how to use other application 
packages. 

XEDIT is especially adaptable to applications 
archaeological decipherment. Let us consider 
following hypothetical example. You 
confronted with the following text which 
referred to in readable historical documents 

in 
the 
are 
is 

from 

~~ (;j _jb j (!)!).A.. 

0jA. V8J6f 

It has been claimed that the phonetic 
transcription of the text is as follows: 

XEDIT can also be used as a sort of data base 
management system if the structure of the data is 
not too complicated. As an example, a lexicon 
will be constructed in which various pieces of 
information are associated with each entry. 

PART OF TRA:lSITIVITY IF TRANSITIVE ETYMOLOGY WORD 

SPEECH OF VERB PREDICATIONAL 
OBJECT 

v L ambulate 
N G drainage 
N v T L embrace 

N L faun 
v T G hit 
v T L incinerate 

A L incomplete 
v T p G know 

A G sick 
N L terror 

'i pbficifpfo thBat vthBbP tht vth BbP thBA apud dthP tht dthx thBA vthBbP 

The underlying language has been claimed to be 
Semitic, perhaps related to Arabic. As evidence 
for this claim, the two words "fi" and "apud" are 
given as being related to Arabic "fi" and "abdu" 
which mean "in" and "slave" respectively. This 
particular text is thus said to have something to 
do with slaves, probably in an economic context. 

You, however, are suspicious of the current 
transliterations and want to propose an 
alternative. Before you publish your results, you 
would like to test your hypothesis by transcribing 
as many of the documents as you can using your 
system. This can quite easily be done with XEDIT. 
If the corpus is large, considerable time can be 
saved. You first code the text into a form 
compatible with the computer's character set. One 
possibility might be the following: 

Once the lexicon has been constructed, it is 
possible to get XEDIT to perform searches for 
particular items. If all the words with a Latin 
etymology are desired, the following commands are 
issued: 

wmargin 38 39 
locatew/L/* 

v 
N \' 
N 

v 

T 

T 

L ambulate 
L er:1brace 

L faun 
L incinerate 
L incomplete 
L terror 

Using similar commands, you can get a list of all 
FH PBFHCFPPO 2BAT V2Bl5 2T V2Bl5 2B3 APUD D25 2T D24 2B3 V2B!S the nouns, 

Once the corpus has been entered, you can begin to 
transliterate, using the change command: 

C/B/R/ 
FH PRFHCFPFO 2RAT V2Rl5 2T V2Rl5 2R3 APUD D25 2T D24 2R3 V2Rl5 

c I 1 /B I 
FH PRFHCFPFO 2RAT V2RB5 2T V2RB5 2R3 APUD D25 2T D24 2R3 V2RB5 

C/H/'S./ 
FN PRFNCFPFO 2RAT V2RB5 2T V2RB5 2R3 APUD D25 2T D24 2R3 V2RB5 

C /F /I I 
1 N PRI NCIP IO 2RAT V2RB5 2T V2RBS 2R3 t.PUD D25 2T D24 2R3 V2RBS 

t/3/AT/ 
N PRINCIPIO 2RAT V2RB5 2T V2RB5 2RAT APUD D2 5 2T D24 2RAT V2RBS 

C/4/CS I 
Hi PRINCIPIO 2RAT V2RB5 2T V2RB5 2RAT APUD D25 2T D2US 2RAT V2RBS 

C/5/L11/ 
IN PRINCIPIO 2RAT V2RBUM 2T V2RBUM 2RAT APUD D2l"-! 2T D2US 2RAT V2RBUM 

C/2/E/ 
:N PRINCIPIO ERAT VERBUM ET VERBL11 ERAT APUD DEmt ET DEt:S ERAT VERBFM 

N G drainage 
N v T L embrace 
~ L faun 
N L terror 

or all the transitive verbs. 

v T L embrace 
N 

v T G hit 

v T L incinerate 

v T p G know 
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XEDIT lends itself to linguistic applications 
changes. The problem 
historical change but 

with synchronic data. A 

which involve segment 
discussed here concerns 
XEDIT could also be used 
common problem in diachronic linguistics is to 
reconstruct proto-forms on the basis of attested 
forms drawn from two or more languages, as in the 
following example. You are given certain words 
from Iraqi and Lebanese and are asked to 
reconstruct proto-Iraqi-Lebanese forms. 

Iraqi Lebanese 
--------

arm dhraa9 draa9 
black sooda sooda 
cheek xad xad 
cold baarid baa rid 
figs tiin tiin 
like mithil mitil 
second thaani taani 
third thaalith taalit 
he takes yaaxudh yaaxud 

You reconstruct proto-Iraqi-Lebanese as: 

* dhraa9 
* sooda 
* xad 
* baarid 
* tiin 
* mithil 
* thaani 
* thaalith 
* yaaxudh 

RETURN TO: 
User Services 
University Computer Center 
227 Experimental Engineering 
University of Minnesota 
208 Union Street SE 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

and hypothesize the following changes to accou 
for the attested languages. 

Iraqi no change 
Lebanese: [dh] changed to [d] everywhere 

[th] changed to [t] everywhere 

XEDIT can then be used to check your hypothesis b 
submitting the proto-language to the purporte 
changes. If your solution is correct, th 
attested forms should result. In this instanc 
you do nothing to the proto-language to get Iraqi 
For Lebanese, you make the appropriate changes b 
using the change-everywhere command in XEDIT. 

C;dh;d;* 
C;th;t;* 

draa9 
sooda 
xad 
baa rid 
tiin 
mitil 
taani 
taalit 
yaaxud 

As it turns out, these are the correct forms fo1 
Lebanese and thus the solution is correct. 

In thir short example, the changes arE 
straightforward; however, in long and complicatec 
problems, XEDIT would be a decidedly useful tool 
in solving such problems. 

Tom Rindflescl-
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